Bibliography of local news articles used in writing *A Meeting of Land and Sea*

Ashe, I. 2013. Have Host Will Travel, Ticks and Deer Thrive on Vineyard. *The Vineyard Gazette.*
Brannen, P. 2011. Wastewater project addresses drugs that linger long after they are flushed. *The Vineyard Gazette.*
Brown, S. 2013. Fate of Old Shade Tree in Edgartown to be Decided in Bench Trial. *The Vineyard Gazette.*
Brown, S. 2013. Rare Toxic Algae Found in Tashmoo; Pond Closed to Shellfishing. *The Vineyard Gazette.*
Dunlop, T. 2014. Island Ice Age; Freeze of '34 Was Cold Enough to Cover the Ocean. *The Vineyard Gazette.*


Myrick, S. 2013. Schifter house project is on the move on Chappy. *Martha's Vineyard Times*.


Sigelman, N. 2013. TNC says conservation restrictions prohibit walking trail link. Martha's Vineyard Times.
Stringfellow, B. 2014. Fishermen, beachgoers work to loosen plover closures. Martha's Vineyard Times.
Tumin, R. 2013. Chef Chris Fischer Takes Helm at Beach Plum Inn, Plans Farm-to-Table Transformation. The Vineyard Gazette.
Tumin, R. 2013. Left Teetering on Edge, Stonewall Beach Home is Demolished. The Vineyard Gazette.
Unknown. 2010. State Forest Discussion Focuses on Restoration. The Vineyard Gazette.
Unknown. 2011. Edey Foundation Grants are Open to Nonprofits. The Vineyard Gazette.
Unknown. 2012. Chilmark Pond Closed Due to Bacteria. The Vineyard Gazette.